Simple assembling unit "Japanese-style room"

Meditation by zen is also introduced to
an American famous enterprise as a
"a mind, fullness" stress-relieving way.
The space of spirit uniﬁcation where
you can bring a heart to nothing.

In private space of sharing space in an office and a home.
It is possible to put the size 2 mats on wherever you like.
Main use and image
In space of meditation and cure of zen, yoga reading and a nap.
In a tea-ceremony room and space of flower arrangement and a flower arrangement class.

1 mat
type
An experimental production
has been developed.

I'm also preparing the type the public facilities 4.5 mats for private facilities.
In community space of shogi, a go and recitation of a Chinese poem.
In public space and event event space.

It's in 10 times of work power at meditation space! In the healthy beauty!
It's said that much of the person who succeeds in a life sets up time of the meditation.
Revival to oneself who is to meditate and is confronted with oneself, and looks back, and is new.
And work is to do spirit unification, and raises concentration, and progresses.
It's also utilized as a "a mind, fullness" stress-relieving way in an American famous enterprise.
The fact that it's well-known that zen and the yoga are good for a body.
A body and a heart become healthy by making the time by the right posture, and the healthy beauty is obtained literally.

The environment good for good meditation is important.

A meditation room [during zen] uses an aromatic domestic cedar and also uses the good material for tatami.
It's the craftsman and it's produced one by one. I create it out because trouble isn't regretted and a heart is included for meditation
space making, and a great master is making.
Solidity is also full of done atmosphere of the total space, and you can enjoy good meditation space.

It is possible to put the size 2 mats on wherever you like.

The simple modular specification. It's possible to put together in a little more than 2 hours for 2 people.
It's possible to put real Japanese-style room space together by a short time with 2-3 people.
Please defend a notice and construct safely with assembling instruction of an accessory.

Layout

Number of mats

Frame Color

Product Number

Natural

WZ20
（N）
-0001

SIZE（Work space）

W2,280×D1,980×H2,010mm

2 mat
Dark Brown

WZ20
（DB）
-0001

（3m×3m×H2.2m）

Weight

Assembly time

210kg

60minute

Material: Japanese cedar (frame laminated wood) Color: You can choose from natural color and dark brown. Mats: Mats will be borderless of all heckling size.
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